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#education
2016:
2015:
2010 - 2014:
2009:
2006 - 2007:

Masterclass Angularjs by Pascal Precht and Christoph Burgdorf.
Crash course “Hybride apps with Ionic, Phonegap, Cordova and Angular”, www.studyx.be.
Thomas More, Bachelor Interactive Multimedia Design.
Crash course “bedrijfsbeheer”.
Sint Lucas, Bachelor Photo- and Video Art.

#experience
2017 - 2018: Sentiance, www.sentiance.com, Solution engineer (UX/UI designer / Front End).
The main responsibility of our team was showing the clients what’s possible with Sentiance’s
detections. In other words: We took the enormous amount of data that Sentiance detected and
brainstormed / researched what insights would be interesting to show to our clients. Then we
worked out the best way to show those insights. And finally we designed and developed those
solutions.
2015 - 2016: DOBIT, www.dobit.com, UX/UI designer / Front End application developer.
2014: Kandesign, www.kandesign.com, internship.
2012 - 2013: Designosource, www.designosource.be, practice enterprise.
Since the age of 16 I’ve had serveral jobs during the weekends and summers.
Bartender, industrial cleaner, shop assistent etc. So I know how to pour a beer in a very clean glass.

#interests
New technology, the human mind, travel, music, art and architecture.

#strength
Quitting isn’t an option. When coming across bugs I won’t stop until I get the result I want. For
example: when I promised a client a webshop that met all their specific needs, I delivered it. I
never worked with Wordpress before but quitting or failing wasn’t an option. It took me weeks
to learn how, to make, to debug and so on. But I made it! Bugs can be very annoying, especially
just before deadlines, but I try to see the, as challenges and opportunities to learn. If I learned
anything in the last few years, it’s the insight that I can learn everything I want.

#weakness
Quitting isn’t an option. Because I don’t want to quite I sometimes take too much
work or I forget to take time to relax. I sometimes ask too much from myself.

